Star Express Asia Limited
LCD Writing Board-Make Writing More Fun

LCD-B1510 / LCD-B1280

No Consumables Required
No need of chalk and mark pen , any hard objects can be used as writing tools.

Intelligent Erasing
Press the button to erase everything or parti ally.

Eco-friendly, No Pollution
Neither dust nor narcotic ingredients while writing,
No residue after erasing.

Power Supply
Lithium battery, only used for erasing, rechargeable.

No Electromagnetic Radiation
The display principle is based on the external light reflection, no irritant at all, protect eyesight.

LCD-B1510

LCD-9060/LCD-6040

Model

Size

Width * Height

LCD-B1510

66inch

1500*1000mm

LCD-B1280

52inch

1200*800mm

LCD-9060

40inch

900*600mm

LCD-6040

26inch

600*400mm

LCD-4000x1315

4 boards inside

4000*1315mm

LCD Sliding Blackboard - Dust-free Teaching Solution

LCD-4000x1315
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Product Specification:
Model

LCD-4000x1315

Surface material

LCD writing film

Frame material

Anodized aluminum

Color

Black

Total size

width*height 4000*1315mm

Sliding manner

2pcs fixed and 2pcs movable / only 2pcs fixed

Installing method

Installing TV, LCD screen or Interactive whiteboard in the middle:
width<2070mm, height<1285mm

LCD Writing Boards with Big TV Screen - Meeting & Conference

Working jointly with the largest LCD writing technology factory in China, we focus on research, development,
manufacturing and sales of LCD writing board. We are committed to providing the most reliable and the
most advanced writing solutions for modern education and commerce globally.
Dedicated to changing the traditional blackboard and whiteboard writing, our state-of-the-art LCD writing
boards are made from liquid crystal polymer mixture formula. Through the pressure applied on the liquid
crystal film, the configuration of the liquid crystal molecules will be changed, leading to the light reflection of
certain wavelength. Thus the writing marks are shown to realize the writing while effectively protecting the
body health of students and teachers,
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